~ below is a sample format letter for endorsement to the Provincial Aerie. Sections and descriptions can be made specific to the Brother that is being endorsed. The current Provincial JPWP is the Chairman of the Nominations Committee. ~
___________, 20__
Bro. ________________, JPPP
Chairman, Nominations Committee
British Columbia Provincial Aerie
Fraternal Order of Eagles

Dear Brother ________,

It is my great pleasure to recommend ____________ at this time in all his future endeavors. In the time that we have known ________, we have found him to be an entirely reliable individual, possessed of admirable devotion to the task at hand and exhibits both personal and moral fiber. We have on numerous occasions relied upon him to conduct projects of varying length and intensity, and he has never let our Aerie down.

Jovial, focused, energetic, and thorough, _____ remains one of our most trustworthy associates and friends. His character and sense of duty is strong indeed, and we know he will succeed in anything he undertakes primarily because he cares. Service and commitment are two traits which he takes perhaps more seriously than any others. For instance, he currently serves our local Aerie as its ______________ after having been a member of the Fraternal Order of Eagles in excess of ___ years. All the while, he has been entirely successful in both planning and administration while also being the first to roll up his sleeves to pitch in where direct action is required.

Able to work on numerous tasks concurrently, he can both successfully complete and professionally manage them all if he has been requested to do so.

In conclusion, we proudly endorse ____________ for his continued service in the British Columbia Provincial Aerie over the _____________ term, decided by a majority vote on the floor of our Aerie, held on this day, ____________, 20__. 


Respectfully yours,
								
_____________	_____________
Worthy President	Worthy Secretary
___________Aerie #____	__________ Aerie #____
Fraternal Order of Eagles	Fraternal Order of Eagles
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Cc: Provincial Aerie Secretary _____________________; file.

